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In literature and especially in catalogues of ultrasonic equipment manufacturers often you can find informations about power
and performance of ultrasonic units. Most of time this information is given in absolute readings like »350 Watt Ultrasonic
Output« or »it is worked with 172 Watts of Ultrasound«.
When more involved in ultrasonic techniques you will recognize very soon, that these informations are telling the real truth in
a very few points only.
Wattage information in almost every case tells only the available power of the High Frequency (=HF) Generator of the
system, but tells nothing about the real power, which is delivered via the converter and sonotrodes (horns, tips etc.)
into the sample.
Also you can find different power informations of the same unit in the same catalogue. It is remarkable that sometimes the
power taken out of the line (“input power”) is essentially lower than the ultrasonic “output power” ( HF-power ). Therefore it
is necessary to know that the output power is measured or calculated in a different way than the standard input power coming
from the power line. Usually the “HF-power” is specified as peak-to-peak-power (please notice: also the amplitudes of the
ultrasonic vibration is measured usually as peak-to-peak-amplitude). Sometimes additionally to that you can also find
information about “rated power” which is the power delivered to the converter by the generator (via the HF-cable).
Unfortunately this is written only in very exact and detailed documentations. This rated power is always lower than the input
power.
The only relevant power for the user of the ultrasonic equipment is related to the density of the cavitational activity in the
sound area of the sonotrodes. This sonotrodes generate high frequented pressure differences in the liquid coming from their
own high frequency movement (self oscillation - usually 20 kHz at desintegrators). At the low pressure period the static
pressure decreases below the vapour pressure of this liquid and small liquid/gas bubbles appear. These bubbles implode again
during the change of pressure condition generating jets with multiple sonic speed. Hereby the collapsing cavities generate
extremely high pressure conditions (several thousands of atmospheres) and extrem temperature differences. Scientists are
talking from conditions like on the surface of our sun!
The occurring cavitational phenomenas depend on several parameters:
Frequency:

Lower ultrasonic frequency generates bigger cavitation bubbles. The bigger the cavitation bubble the
more powerful the implosion influences the liquid area around. Therefore ultrasonic high power systems
prefer working frequencies at 20 kHz than higher frequencies for other applications (like cleaning, some
plastic treatment, monitoring etc.). Especially for applications without using the liquid based cavitation
phenomena high ultrasound frequencies are used. Lower frequencies than 20 kHz are audible by human ears
therefore no lower frequencies are usually used. Also technical problems (horn design etc.) are restricting
this trials.

Amplitude:

Higher amplitudes bring a higher probability of cavitation generation. The control of the ultrasonic
power delivered into the sample is done by variation of the amplitude of the vibrating sonotrode.

Also factors like temperature, air pressure, ingredience of sample (concentration, surface tension etc.) effect strong
influences to the occurring of cavitation.
The most of the modern ultrasonic desintegrators (homogenisers, cell disruptors ect.) feature an electronic amplitude control the BRANSON SONIFIER Ultrasonic Cell Disruptor already since 1968. Hereby the amplitude at the oscillating ceramics
are kept constant regarding the change of load at the sonotrode (immersion depth, viscosity etc.). This means, that with bigger
load (e.g. deeper immersion of the tip into the sample) the generator has to deliver more power to the converter to guarantee
the same amplitude (power in the sample) but it also means a higher power consumption (watts) of the generator at the same
power output. And therefore - again - higher reading!
Also the connected tip (sonotrode) brings a significant influence to the power intake of the generator. For example it is
absolutely unimportant which generator is used (e.g. BRANSON model “450” with 400 W or model “250” with 200 W) if
you work with a microtip
the amplitude at the vibrating face of the tip is exactly the same at the same power setting
(output control setting) at either unit. Only the application of some special kind of horns (e.g. HIGH GAIN-horn, horns with
extra booster, cup horns etc.) makes the higher power availability of the model 450 necessary. By using the “smaller tips” the
only difference of the two different units is the lower reading at the model 450, due to the lower load of the generator. Even
the use of a 1.000 W unit wouldn’t bring better results by sonification with the same horn/tip. Therefore bigger generators
(1.000 W , 2.000W and 4.000 W units are available in standard BRANSON versions) are in use only for special technical
scaled applications for bigger volume treatment.
The upper limit of the load of the tips is not determined by the generator producing this high vibration-energy but by the
material limits of the tips itself. For the moment the used materials in this techniques are almost every time titanium alloys.
These alloys are the only materials which can stand this high internal vibration without breakage. If similar tips would be

made out of steel or aluminium etc. they would break immediately within a split second. Hereby it is necessary to know that
the amplitudes of the microtips of the BRANSON SONIFIER Ultrasonic Cell Disruptor are around 500 µm, though the data
sheets of the material used by BRANSON for microtips mark the limit of elasticity at about 140 µm
All these are the reasons why we don’t promote digital ultrasonic units (like the SONIFIER 250-D or 450-D) for exact power
measurement as senseful systems. They allege to give exact control possibility but in reality these readings are widely
distanced from the real situation of the cavitational system in the sample. Especially those users who are not very deeply
familiar with the physical background of the cavitation phenomena which is generated through the mechanic ultrasonic
movement of the tips in the solution are even guided to application mistakes through those digital informations. In our opinion
it is even much more extreme to offer a power output interface to an PC-system to pretend an exact control possibility. This
feature sounds very fantastic written on the catalogue paper but in reality there is almost no validity. So several times we had
demands of customers for ultrasonic units with high power (watts) availability because there was no success in lab tests with
units from other manufacturers. When making the same tests with the relatively low powered BRANSON units there were
very good results even when using units with less than half of watts than of the first tested ultrasonic systems. All other
benefits like more comfortability, more exact features and the inbuilt "Temperature Monitore" makes the DIGITAL
SONIFIER highly interesting for the user!!
It is also very important to know that a badly tuned ultrasonic system or when using already very eroded tips (because of
already long time usage), the power consumption / intake of the generator is rising up, which is synonymous with higher
reading at the power meter (or digital meter or PC-interface!). The reason for this is the fact that a finely and optimally tuned
tip is vibrating under optimal resonance conditions. In this case the electronical energy is converted to mechanical vibrations
with the highest possible yield and optimally delivered to the sound emitting surface of the tip.
A higher power meter
reading usually pretend a higher power at the tip but exactly the opposite fact is the truth. And this is the reason for the tuning
procedure of those ultrasonic systems which still has to be tuned manually (like e.g. the older SONIFIER models “B-12, B-15,
B-30, W-185, W-200, W-350 etc.
please ask our staff for the “manual tuning procedures” information letter). At this units
the optimum resonance is reached by turning the tuning-disk or knob till you reach a minimum (!!) reading at the power meter.
And exactly in this minimum of the power meter you have maximum vibration power at the vibrating face of the tip by having
optimal power transmission between electric HF-power delivered by the generator to the mechanical vibration of the tip (exact
resonance means highest efficiency).
And of course it is very important that the ultrasonic system itself is built in best conditions. The most important part of the
whole system is - without doubt - the HF-converter. You will find a lot of up-to-date model equipments from different
manufacturers still with holes or even fans in the converter housing, because there heat is generated by non-optimum vibration
coupling from the ceramics onto the horn. If you don’t have optimal coupling of the vibration there is friction heat generated
inside the converter. But heat is the worst thing for the ceramics due to the irreversible destruction of the piezoelectric
property (
Curie temperature, which is an entropic effect) and has to be removed. This problems of bad coupling reduce the
efficiency (yield) of the vibrating system very drastically. The BRANSON converters are completely sealed since approx.
1965 because there are no coupling loss causing heat because having best and highly experienced converter-technique
available. This facts make the efficiency of more than 95 % of the BRANSON units possible.
Last but not least it is necessary to notice that the phenomena of cavitation is not yet cleared absolutely definitive by physics
not to mention is possible to measure this kind of energy exactly and/or directly. There are a lot of investigations and literature
of the different sciences in this field of the effects of ultrasonic agitation in liquids but no one with a clear definition of the
power situation in the sonic field. And the multiple informations about power conditions next to the cavitational area (jets,
temperature and pressure) are only based - if considered more deeply - on model simulation with extrapolation by using and
measuring the macroscopic results of the ultrasonic radiation area.
May the science bring a complete clearing-up also in this technological field and make the so far very empiric applications of
ultrasound more and better explicable and - first of all - measurable in an exact way!
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Remark:
Would you like to discuss more about this topic, or do you have ideas or complaints to the statements above, so the author is
very interested in direct contact with you. He is very interested in this subject and - of course - he would like to know all
news about ultrasound.
This synopsis is a result of many years in work with ultrasound, long years literature studies and very intensive information
and experience interchange with scientists of the most different fields.
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